HUAYI SANITARY WARE

HUAYI awards good reputation of TOP QUALITY by exquisite manufacturing technology and the unprecedented development capabilities.

HUAYI, 20 years of innovation.
Company Profile
HUAYI was established in 1991 and located in Shukou Town, Kaiping City—the famous production base for bathroom faucets and fittings. It covers an area of 250,000 SQ.M. With more than 20 years' development, HUAYI has become one of the biggest manufacturers. Now it has 7 facilities including 3 faucet factories (they are KAIPING EUPE PLUMBING APPARATUS CO., LTD., GIADASTAR SANITARYWARE MFG. CO., LTD., KAIPING FREENDO SANITARYWARE CO., LTD.) and facilities for plating, die-casting, bathroom furniture and ceramic products. HUAYI is an integrated enterprise including R&D, moulds making, manufacturing and marketing.

Guided by the policy of “keep pace with the times; striving for perfection”, HUAYI introduces a lot of advanced equipments from abroad, such as low pressure casting machine from Italy, CNC machining center from U.S.A. and Japan, automatic polishing machine from Spain, etc. It also has a high level testing laboratory. Different types of test can be done in the lab according to different standards. We also have our products certified, such as cUPC, NSF, AB1953 and Watersense for North America, CE for European market, etc. HUAYI has R&D team with more than 200 engineers and the team is the leading position in sanitaryware industry.

World-class technology, Top quality, HUAYI is always seeking for better solutions for customers all over the world.
Production Profile

Huayi's professional production represents the strength of Chinese sanitary. Huayi, standing at the top of manufacturing technology, shows the charm of Chinese creation. Production forms a surmounted core advantage by leading the most advanced automatic equipment and accumulating technical storage all the way.
1. Product is being polished by Robot
2. The Automatic polishing machine
3. The workshop of automatic polishing machine, totally there are 30 sets of Robots
4. Moulds are under process by CNC in tooling workshop
5. Automatic plating line
6. Low pressure casting machine
7. CNC machining center from HAAS USA and Brother Japan
Each Product Represents Huayi

Huayi focus on every product with the most perfect attitude to show in front of you. Its powerful detection strength cover every details of material detecting, machining and assembling, which ensure every faucet will addluster for Huayi.
Certificate
Of Honor

Science and technology as the core,
Good quality and design are guaranty, with more than 300 European and national patents.
Our products are popular around the world, product certificates in different countries is the guarantee of good selling to the world.
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